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A Common View 
Some sexist and racist beliefs: 

•  Women are emotionally fragile, men aren’t. 

•  Black people are not diligent, white people are. 

•  Men are intelligent, women aren’t as intelligent.  

 

Epistemic Allies: people who think that in normal circumstances 
rationality requires the rejection of such sexist and racist beliefs 
upon encountering many members of these groups who lack the target 
negative quality.  

 

 



Three Problems for  
Epistemic Allies 



The Case of Solomon 
Solomon grew up in an isolated town where he was taught that:  

(X) Women are not as intelligent as men.  
His testimonial evidence for X is robust: all of the most informed and 
thoughtful people in his town have told him that their experiences with 
women have confirmed that X is true. Moreover, while living in his home 
town, Solomon failed to acquire any evidence for thinking X is false. 
Indeed, [let us implausibly suppose] that in Solomon's town it's actually true 
that women are rarely as intelligent as the average man, and Solomon gets 
strong evidence for thinking X is true from classroom discussions with 
women, women’s test scores, and everyday interactions.  

 

Someone like Solomon “could not be accused of any marked irrationality” 
in maintaining their belief in X.  

–Arpaly (2003) and Fricker (2007: 34)  
 

 



Solomon’s Case Continued 

... Solomon has just moved to New City to attend university, and 
while living in New City Solomon frequently encounters 
intelligent women. This is especially (but not exclusively) the case 
at his university where he studies alongside many intelligent 
women.  

 
Verdict of Epistemic Allies: “...[Solomon’s continued] belief is 
revealed as irrational, and moreover a prejudice: the stubbornness of 
Solomon's belief in the face of manifest counter-evidence would at 
once reveal him as both epistemically and ethically flawed.” -
Arpaly (2003)/Fricker (2007:34)  
 



Prob#1: Compatible Counter-instances 

X is a generic proposition 
 
•  Women are not as intelligent as men. (=X) 
•  Ducks lay eggs, Lions have manes, Ticks carry lyme disease, etc. 

 
Generics can be very forgiving in the face of counter-instances.  
 
•  Most ducks don’t lay eggs 
•  Most lions don’t have manes 
•  Most ticks don’t carry lyme disease 
 

Question for Epistemic Allies: how can Solomon’s encountering 
many intelligent women threaten the rationality of believing X if X’s 
truth is compatible with many counter-instances? 
 



Prob#2: Background Beliefs 
Endre Begby (2013: 96) “The Epistemology of Prejudice” 

 
“It is by now a familiar insight from confirmation theory that people 
with different background beliefs (theories) may reasonably differ in their 
assessment of the significance of new evidence. The point can be 
conveniently stated in terms of Bayesian theory... Solomon might assign 
a very low prior probability to the hypothesis that women are as 
intelligent as men at the same time as he assigns a relatively high prior 
probability to finding evidence of women’s intelligence in a university 
setting. In light of these prior probabilities, his encounters with 
intelligent university women demands little if any adjustment to his 
background beliefs.” 

 

Question for Epistemic Allies: Why must we assume that Solomon’s 
background beliefs don’t in fact make it rational for him to continue to 
believe X? 

 



Prob#3: Like Cases Alike 

We believe a wide range of generic propositions: 
 
•  trees grow leaves,  
•  mammals walk on land,  

•  dogs have tails,  

•  Etc.  

Question for Allies: Would we really be rationally required to 
cease believing that, say, dogs have tails upon encountering many 
tailless dogs? Not obviously. 



Lite Bayesianism for  
Epistemic Allies 



Lite Bayesianism 

Two Necessary (but Insufficient) Conditions for Rationality 
 

Condition#1. Agents are rationally required to have probabilistically 
coherent credences and update by conditionalization just upon 
learning new information.  
 

Conditionalization. If proposition E represents everything an agent 
learns between times t and t+ and p(E) > 0, then for any H, set:  

 
p+(H) = p(H|E) 

 

 



Lite Bayesianism 

Condition#2. Agents are required to calibrate their credences to 
the chances, other things being equal. 

Principal Principle (extremely roughly):  

Other things being equal:  

 

p(H|the chances of H are n) = n 

 

 



Probabilistic Irrelevance 
Recall Problem 2: Solomon’s background beliefs can make it 
rational for him to continue to believe X despite encountering 
many intelligent women. 
 
Bayesian Explanations of Problem 2: 
A. Certainty: If p(X) = 1, then p+(X) = 1 no matter what future 
evidence one gains 
 
B. Screening Off/ Defeaters:  

“Water is hitting my windows” is positively relevant to “it’s raining” 

But: 

“Water is hitting my windows & it’s coming from sprinklers” is NOT 
positively relevant to “it’s raining”. 

 



Screening Off/ Defeaters 
 
Begby (2013:94): 

“[Suppose Solomon encounters many intelligent women at 
university.] Does this last batch of evidence require him to reassess 
his prejudice against women? We can imagine Solomon reasoning 
as follows: while women are on average less intelligent than men, 
some women are more intelligent than others, and some are 
indeed so intelligent as to be the functional peers of all but the 
most brilliant men. Where might one hope to meet some of these 
women? At the university, of course!” 
 

 



Screening off: A Limited Threat 

Do we ONLY normally encounter/learn of intelligent women in 
circumstances where screening off applies?  
 

(E&¬Un) = encountering/learning of intelligent women at coffee 
shops, or out dancing, or train stations, or subways, or air ports, 
or restaurants, etc. 
 

Compatible: 

(1) p(X|E&U) = p(X) [Begby’s Point] 
(2) p(X|E&¬Un) < p(X)  [My Point] 

 



Explaining the Lite Bayesian 
Answer 



Solomon is Rational 
Some propositions about the chances:  
 

(H9) The chances that the next intelligent person encountered is a man are .9 
(H8) The chances that the next intelligent person encountered is a man are .8 
(H7) The chances that the next intelligent person encountered is a man are .7 
(H6) The chances that the next intelligent person encountered is a man are .6 
(H5) The chances that the next intelligent person encountered is a man are .5 
 

If Solomon’s rational by the standards of Lite Bayesianism, then he conforms 
his credences to the chances.  
 

p(the next intelligent person encountered is a man|H9) = .9  
p(the next intelligent person encountered is a man|H8) = .8 
p(the next intelligent person encountered is a man|H7) = .7 
p(the next intelligent person encountered is a man|H6) = .6 
p(the next intelligent person encountered is a man|H5) = .5 
 



Solomon’s Priors for X 

1.  Treat X as the disjunction of H9-H6: X = H9vH8vH7vH6 

2.  Set Solomon’s credence in X to .95, i.e. p(X) = .95 

3.  Solomon’s Priors:  

p(H9) = .35  
p(H8) = .3  
p(H7) = .2  
p(H6) = .1  
p(H5) = .05 

4.  E1 = the first recognizably intelligent person encountered is a 
woman.  

5.  Given Solomon's priors, his credence in E1 before meeting a 
recognizably intelligent person will be .22, i.e. p(E1) = .22*  

 

 

 
 



He Randomly Meets A Recognizably Intelligent 
Woman and then… 

How should learning E1 impact his confidence in X?  
 

If he conditionalizes on E1, then:**  
 

p(H9) = .35    è    p+(H9) ≈ .16  
p(H8) = .3      è    p+(H8) ≈ .27  
p(H7) = .2      è    p+(H7) ≈ .27  
p(H6) = .1      è    p+(H6) ≈ .18  

 
p(X) = .95      è    p+(X) ≈ .89 

 

p(H5) = .05    è   p+(H5) ≈ .11 
 



Solomon Meets More… 

If Solomon randomly encounters 42 recognizably intelligent people 
50% of which are women, then:** 
 

p+(X) ≈ .89      è    p++(X) ≈ .488 

p+(H5) ≈ .11    è    p++(H5) ≈ .512 

 
If Solomon randomly encounters 152 recognizably intelligent people 
50% of which are women, then: 
 

p++(X) ≈ .488      è p+++(X) ≈ .1 

p++(H5) ≈ .512    è    p+++(H5) ≈ .9 

 
Of course, a lot depends on the priors… 





Summary: Prob#2 Resolved 
Question: What should happen to Solomon's credence in X when he 
encounters many intelligent women? 

 
The Lite Bayesian Answer: In the right circumstances, Solomon should 
become less confident that men are more intelligent than women, and if 
he encounters enough intelligent women he ought to reject it entirely.  

 

“The right circumstances” =  

(i)  Solomon was not rationally certain of X (or near certain of X) 

(ii)  Solomon encountered many intelligent people where a sufficient 
proportion of them were women 

(iii)  Solomon had no “defeaters” (e.g. information that functioned like 
the university admissions information) 

 

 



Back to Prob#1: Generics Are Forgiving! 
Fact 1: H9vH8vH7vH6 is not a generic.  
 

H9vH8vH7vH6 = Either the chances of randomly 
encountering an intelligent man are .9, or they’re .8, or 
they’re .7, or they’re .6. 

 

Fact 2: X is a generic proposition: 

 
X = Women are not as intelligent as men.  
•  Ex: Ducks lay eggs,  

•  Ex: Lions have manes,  
•  etc. 



Response: Transmission-Failure 

Premise 1. Me and others in my community have encountered 
many intelligent people. Of all the intelligent people encountered 
very few of them have been women.  

 
Premise 2. I have no reason to think my past encounters with 
intelligent people, or the past encounters of others in my 
community, does not accurately represent the intelligence of men and 
women. 

 

Conclusion. Therefore, men are more intelligent than women (=X). 

 
Can’t have a high confidence in H5 and a high confidence in Premise 2. 



Prob#3: Treating Like Cases Alike 

Question for Allies: Would we really be rationally required to 
cease believing that dogs have tails upon encountering many 
tailless dogs?  

 
Assumptions for Solomon’s Convergence on H5 

(i)  Solomon was neither certain of X, nor close to certain of X 

(ii)  Solomon encountered many intelligent people where a 
sufficient proportion of them (50%) were women 

(iii)  Solomon had no defeaters (e.g. information that functioned 
like his information about university admissions) 



Conclusion 
Q. In normal circumstances is it irrational to maintain one’s belief that 
women are intellectually inferior to men upon learning of many intelligent 
women?  
 
Epistemic Allies say yes. But they’re right only if “normal circumstances” are 
such that: 
 
(i)  One was not rationally certain of X, or near certain of X 

(ii)  One encountered many intelligent people where a sufficient proportion 
of them were women 

(iii)  One has no “defeaters” (e.g. information that functioned like the 
university admissions information) 

 
Epistemic Allies should say: In normal circumstances where conditions akin 
to (i)-(iii) obtain with respect to some sexist or racist or similarly problematic 
belief, it is irrational to maintain that belief upon encountering many 
counter-instances.  
 



Thank You 



*p(E1) = p(E1|H9)p(H9) + p(E1|H8)p(H8) + p(E1|H7)p(H7) + p(E1|H6)p(H6) + 
p(E1|H5)p(H5) = .1x.35 + .2x.3 + .3x.2 + .4x.1 + .5x.05 = .22 
 
**By conditionalization p+(Hn) = p(Hn|E1) = p(E1|Hn)p(Hn)/p(E1), and since 
Solomon has set his conditional credences in E1 given Hn to the chances, p(E1|Hn) 
= the chances that E1 obtains given Hn. Solomon's priors for H9-H5 are given above, 
and we've already determined that his credence in E1 is .22.  
 
***To see this take the following: E42 = Solomon has randomly encountered 42 
recognizably intelligent individuals, half of which are males and half of which are 
female. If Solomon conditionalizes on E42, then his credence in H5 after learning 
E42 will be p(H5|E42) = p(E42|H5)p(H5)/p(E42) ≈ .512. And his credence in X will 
be p(X|E42) = 1 – p(H5|E42) ≈ .488.  
These values are easy to calculate. Since H5 implies that the chances that a randomly 
selected intelligent person is a female or a male is .5, it follows that p(E42|H5) = .
5^42 . It's already part of Solomon's credence distribution that p(H5) = .05. And 
p(E42) = p(E42|H5)p(H5) + p(E42|H9)p(H9) + p(E42|H8)p(H8) + p(E42|H8)p(H8) 
+ p(E42|H7)p(H7) + p(E42|H6)p(H6). Which is: (.5^21 x.5^21 x.05) + (.9^21 x.1^21 
x.35) + (.8^21 x.2^21 x.3) + (.7^21 x.3^21 x.2) + (.6^21 x.4^21 x.1). Thus, p(H5|E42) 
≈.512. Thus, p(X|E42) = 1 – p(H5|E42) ≈ .488.  


